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A b s trac t

nn It should come as no surprise that theIt should come as no surprise that the
correlation coefficient is only one way tocorrelation coefficient is only one way to
judge the quality of a calibration curve.judge the quality of a calibration curve.

nn The fact is that there are numerous toolsThe fact is that there are numerous tools
available to evaluate how good aavailable to evaluate how good a
calibration curve represents a given datacalibration curve represents a given data
set.set.

nn With a basic understanding of how to useWith a basic understanding of how to use
regression analysis, some simple methodsregression analysis, some simple methods
can be applied to determine both thecan be applied to determine both the
quality of necessary to improve calibrationquality of necessary to improve calibration
technique.technique.



O v erv iew

nn The black box versus thinkingThe black box versus thinking
outside the box.outside the box.

nn The black box is the regressionThe black box is the regression
algorithm.algorithm.

nn Thinking outside the box isThinking outside the box is
evaluating analytical processes orevaluating analytical processes or
biases which may effect the qualitybiases which may effect the quality
of the curve.of the curve.



W h at is  a  C u rve?

nn STANDARD CURVE:  A plot ofSTANDARD CURVE:  A plot of
concentrations of known analyteconcentrations of known analyte
standards versus the instrumentstandards versus the instrument
response to the analyte. Calibrationresponse to the analyte. Calibration
standards are prepared bystandards are prepared by
successively diluting a standardsuccessively diluting a standard
solution to produce workingsolution to produce working
standards which cover the workingstandards which cover the working
range of the instrument. Standardsrange of the instrument. Standards
should be prepared at the frequencyshould be prepared at the frequency
specified in the appropriatespecified in the appropriate
section....             SW-846section....             SW-846



OK, what do we reallyOK, what do we really
mean by curve?mean by curve?

nn The ability to predictThe ability to predict
behavior by establishingbehavior by establishing
known outcome.known outcome.

nn Simply put, getting aSimply put, getting a
result with reasonableresult with reasonable
certainty.certainty.



W h at’ so important about a
g o o d  C u rve?

n Easier to correct problems if the
calibration is bad

n Higher confidence in analytical
results



A Peek ins ide the Black Box

nn Basic linear regression by least squaresBasic linear regression by least squares

nn LINEAR Eq.: x=(yLINEAR Eq.: x=(y--b)/m  or  y=mx+bb)/m  or  y=mx+b

nn where m = slope or rise over runwhere m = slope or rise over run

nn  b = intercept (curve crosses the y axis) b = intercept (curve crosses the y axis)

nn               (              (ΣΣxy xy -- ( (ΣΣx * x * ΣΣy /n))y /n))
nn Slope = ---------------------------Slope = ---------------------------
nn               (              (ΣΣx^2 x^2 -- (( ((ΣΣ x)^2 / n)) x)^2 / n))

nn intercept = (intercept = (ΣΣy/n) y/n) -- (m * (m *ΣΣx / n)x / n)



The  Co rrelatio n  C o e ffic ient

nn An estimate of the remainders derived from theAn estimate of the remainders derived from the
regression.regression.

FF How do we calculate it?How do we calculate it?

nn                    (                   (ΣΣxy xy -- ( (ΣΣx * x * ΣΣy / n))^2y / n))^2
nn r     = ----------------------------------------------r     = ----------------------------------------------
nn          ((         ((ΣΣx^2 x^2 -- (( ((ΣΣx)^2 / n)))*(x)^2 / n)))*(ΣΣy^2 y^2 -- (( ((ΣΣy)^2 / n))y)^2 / n))

uu What does it mean?What does it mean?

uu For our purpose it must be >0.995For our purpose it must be >0.995

uu The correlation coefficient only indicatesThe correlation coefficient only indicates
variance from the averages; therefore it is notvariance from the averages; therefore it is not
the best indicator of curve quality.the best indicator of curve quality.
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O u ts ide the Box

nn Beer's Law states that the absorbance of aBeer's Law states that the absorbance of a
solution is directly proportional to thesolution is directly proportional to the
concentration.  (Ideally linear)concentration.  (Ideally linear)

nn What effects Beer?What effects Beer?
FF Noise is most often the function of the detectorNoise is most often the function of the detector

FF Quenching - At high concentration, Beer's law willQuenching - At high concentration, Beer's law will
not continue to behavenot continue to behave

FF Limiting factors of method or reagents.  Most methodsLimiting factors of method or reagents.  Most methods
are intended to operate at specific trace ranges.are intended to operate at specific trace ranges.
Dilution after reaction or extraction beyond traceDilution after reaction or extraction beyond trace
levels may bias final results.  Capturelevels may bias final results.  Capture



E v a lua t ion  o f  Curve  Qua lity
nn Slope vs. RFSlope vs. RF

FF Response Factor is the ratio of Concentration/ResponseResponse Factor is the ratio of Concentration/Response
and represents the instantaneous slope for a givenand represents the instantaneous slope for a given
point.point.

nn Variance of RFVariance of RF
FF The average of the RFs should be close to the slope.The average of the RFs should be close to the slope.

The variance of the RFs is an excellent indication ofThe variance of the RFs is an excellent indication of
curve quality. RSD <10%curve quality. RSD <10%

nn Linear Calibration Range Study - LCRLinear Calibration Range Study - LCR
FF LCR is simply plugging the response of each standardLCR is simply plugging the response of each standard

into the line function and determining the variance frominto the line function and determining the variance from
predicted value (conc.).  These should be <20% andpredicted value (conc.).  These should be <20% and
ideally <10%ideally <10%

nn Intercept - Should not be greater than the lowest standard.Intercept - Should not be greater than the lowest standard.
nn VisualVisual

FF Date should appear to be linear and fall along the curve.Date should appear to be linear and fall along the curve.
nn Equal Data points on either sideEqual Data points on either side

FF Generally, data points should be evenly distributedGenerally, data points should be evenly distributed
around the curve.  If most of the points fall to one sidearound the curve.  If most of the points fall to one side
of the line or are not evenly divided by the line, thereof the line or are not evenly divided by the line, there
may be a problem with the curve.may be a problem with the curve.



Prob lem s  E ffecting
C u rv e  Q u a lity
nn BiasBias

uu Bias is any part of the analytical process which may cause unequalBias is any part of the analytical process which may cause unequal
treatment from one part of the procedure to another- such as usingtreatment from one part of the procedure to another- such as using
that "special" beaker for blanks.that "special" beaker for blanks.

nn InterceptIntercept
uu High intercepts imply bias for instrument background orHigh intercepts imply bias for instrument background or

contamination.contamination.
nn TiltTilt

uu Tilt or skewed sloped is often the result of poor instrumentTilt or skewed sloped is often the result of poor instrument
performance.performance.

nn Higher order curvesHigher order curves
uu Calibration curves which are not linear may imply problems in theCalibration curves which are not linear may imply problems in the

analytical process such as saturation or degradation.analytical process such as saturation or degradation.
nn Bimodal dataBimodal data

uu Bimodal data may appear to have two distinct 'lines' and is mostBimodal data may appear to have two distinct 'lines' and is most
often related to dilution technique like using a eppendorf for theoften related to dilution technique like using a eppendorf for the
lower part of a curve and a pipet for the upper part of the curve.lower part of a curve and a pipet for the upper part of the curve.

nn ScatterScatter
uu Random divergence in a curve can result from numerous factorsRandom divergence in a curve can result from numerous factors

including extraction/digestion, poor technique, or dirty orincluding extraction/digestion, poor technique, or dirty or
malfunctioning instrumentation among others.malfunctioning instrumentation among others.



Prob lem s  E ffecting
C u rv e  Q u a lity
nn Forcing through zeroForcing through zero

uu Linear regression should not be forced through zero for twoLinear regression should not be forced through zero for two
reasons:reasons:

uu 1) Good information can be gained from the natural intercept.1) Good information can be gained from the natural intercept.
uu 2)2)The regression formula is skewed by passing through zero.The regression formula is skewed by passing through zero.

nn SpanSpan
uu The entire range of the analytical curve can be problematic if itThe entire range of the analytical curve can be problematic if it

goes beyond the linear range of the instrument or system.goes beyond the linear range of the instrument or system.
nn Spacing of stdsSpacing of stds

uu Standards should represent the analytical range evenly.  Keep inStandards should represent the analytical range evenly.  Keep in
mind that the Least Squares algorithm can be biases by using highermind that the Least Squares algorithm can be biases by using higher
concentrations.  Standards should not exceed five (5) fold changesconcentrations.  Standards should not exceed five (5) fold changes
in concentration at most.in concentration at most.

nn Dilution and general pipetting techniqueDilution and general pipetting technique
uu It is critical to use consistent and precise dilution techniquesIt is critical to use consistent and precise dilution techniques

for standards and all spiking or QC functions.  Use of varyingfor standards and all spiking or QC functions.  Use of varying
means for dilutions can add significant variance for each standard.means for dilutions can add significant variance for each standard.



C o rrectiv e  A c tio n s

nn Perform MaintenancePerform Maintenance
nn Clean glasswareClean glassware
nn Check dilutions and be consistentCheck dilutions and be consistent
nn Remake standard and reagents (INCLUDING STOCKS)Remake standard and reagents (INCLUDING STOCKS)
nn Re-run standardsRe-run standards
nn Re-zeroRe-zero

nn Avoid:Avoid:
uu Deleting standardsDeleting standards
uu Running extra standardsRunning extra standards
uu Excessive re-zeroingExcessive re-zeroing
uu "Special" Behavior (i.e. using one cuvette for standards"Special" Behavior (i.e. using one cuvette for standards

and another for samples)and another for samples)
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